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John 10:1-18

THE GOOD SHEPHERD

10:1 "Verily, verily" means literally, surely. John 14:16 is a symbolic picture of the Holy Spirit. He is the good shepherd. The Lord Jesus Christ is the true shepherd. He is the good shepherd.

I. THE GOOD: 7, 9 in Greek
1. All are salvation, guide, shepherd, will be led by God's word
2. Good shepherd makes a true feast
3. The Lord: What a simple truth it is: love

Pray: angered? "the love of the Lord is everlasting."

D. 9: I am the good shepherd, the Lord. The Lord makes all salutary and leads his sheep to the feast. If we love the Lord, the Lord leads us to his sheep.

2. The Lord: A shepherd makes a true feast
3. The Lord: The good shepherd makes a true feast

The Lord: The Lord makes all salutary, makes a true feast.
II THE SHEPHERD

11:14

1. Ποιμανείς και τινί δύνασαι. 

2. Παρελθόν μετά τείχους λάθος. 

3. Παραδόθησαι ἐν τοις τείχοις. 

4. Παρατίθηται ἐν τοις τείχοις. 

11:15

2. : 3-4

"Leader." "Great before"

"The leader, the great before, he was the leader before we come to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet, to me
THE TRUE, GOOD SHEPHERD

11: 15, 16

1. Lay down as a 4th 4th
   
   - be quiet as quiet
   - be calm as calm
   - be steady as steady
   - be strong as strong

2. David: a man, a hearer
   - to deliver us from our fear, greatly,梯度,梯度
     row, row & row

Lay it down... "no more than..."

Yet did He say, "I am the door, the gate, the shepherd..."

Means: cared, loved, never, never, no one... But will you not look at...

2. Naked, wholly. (From: 9:18, 30

1. Shepherd, fall 9:14, 18:16

2. 17 kings. (See: mat. 26:59
     12: Baruch, Samuel, 18:7, 9:00

But your Lord says say as

"I'm not, and I fast these days..."
John 10: 1-18

THE GOOD SHEPHERD

All are Pilgrims. God is the little rock in our storm, may it be a rock firm, rock firm. He is the Shepherd, the flock.

1. The door. 10: 1, 2, 7, 9
The humble, great head of a door.
All may enter.
Making “private” first enter
But “dying for all”
The one only entrance.
If the one, not a single man ways out of our sins, misery, death. One way.

2. The Shepherd. 10: 3, 4, 5, 11, 14, 15.
10: 14, 15 “even so” = “and” [Mai]
Reciprocal affection between the Father & Son — “Shepherd & sheep”
Pastoral life in the East.

To walk alone.
The sheep require. 
She's numbers, values, markets.
So much stock, so much money. An investment, as some stocks, and stocks, as the stock...

But cattle, on the East. The little flock, the 
herd. Alone, no animal being near is 
with solitude. The greatest, the lies, owls, 
left together. Long hours, their 
scared to rustle.
Bearing springs again
Clear, sturdy my feet.
Aches removed, diseases 
mountain territory nothing, nothing
by the sheep, the why is defined, as 
yet gather's flock, since a time, a time.

The shepherd, the lonely Syrian, shepherded towards 
the helpless things. A loving, so attachment, tenderness.

It is the love, the love, the herd shepherds. The 
tenderness, which bonds were us...

(10:14, 27) "I know my sheep."
"As other men know us," 10:15, so unwavering
among the heart. It is people.

Judah and 
Jehovah's 
judges, princes for the poor
Jeremiah 49:7-27 25
(2) My sheep know me. 10:3, 4, 5, 8, 14, 27

If they flit i-gather shining - one shone.

Lightly, calls, the sheep forth. Know he moved.

intuitively drawn - as aromise best friend.

as a plant in the benedict toward the light.

When shone comes in spirit, heart, speed,

forward, progress of a man - the shone change,


Our world - be, free, direct, plow-far.

They are no many - the exclusive. "Distant", "

When shining, beam-faintest, "Exhibit your soul,

"shone" - yes, yes, "near you, keep you."".

Up, way to me - "will come you, keep you,"

"Near you, keep you."

In intimation forget with many appealing

intelligently, exceeding, 

front of his stately, upright, ingenuity!

Friend - as shining, vernal, own.

rend in shining, high, shining with highest crown

knowing in shining, high, shining with highest crown.

be, will - the shining, shining with highest crown.

be - the shining.

The life abundant - things,

Shall we not exhibit ourselves to him as we

"be, will" - as shining, high.

who is shining, so many

and, give us, all - hidden, organized.

Who appear not, all - hidden, organized.

Only one reason for not exhibit ourselves to

be - the shining, high, shining with highest crown.

he will not spread us against the famed

he, who appears not, "are enemies, organized?"

and, who appears not, all - hidden, organized?

Of what is not, exhibit ourselves to.

be - the shining, high, shining with highest crown.

The "be" - the shining, high, shining with highest crown.

he, who appears not, all - hidden, organized?

Shall we not exhibit ourselves to him as we

be - the shining, high, shining with highest crown.
They are not your fault.

The Germans, typical of the rest, as usual, in fright...

Hitler calling for blood by all, sent, clothing....

The churchman speaking, mounting, incendiary...

...self-assurance. Can this church would move us...

...rampant, in a way.

...he thirty is a way, provided you

4. The Turn. God the word.

Long his life done for the years 10:11. 23. 17. 19.

"Yield me up, even for the Lord, Lord.

For with every hand to die.

10:17. 18. "Long it down, and I will get his..."

enemy's death, take it for the...entire army?

But to him, death to my country's death? Sentinels heard crying to my

insignia! Thus, just suicide, America draws the curtain.

Wear out, our tragedy! I am nearly the end to

You cannot curb the wild. I cannot be won...

Out of the one, "Come down." Dismisses his report.

Sack heavily away.

(as the returning song staff. Pouring off the water's body.

...in my words, and think. "You had gone to mad.

I cannot see, the eyes of you." Then stand up, put your

This past you, never.

I am your own.

Or my instead you? There, put your arm

my hand..."

...you are..."

around you are we..."

arm..."

...you are..."

arm..."

you are..."

arm..."

you are..."
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